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L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



T H E  L I V E R  M E R I D I A N



T H E  G A L L B L A D D E R  M E R I D I A N



The Golden Lotus work has it's origins in a Taoist system, meaning it is strongly rooted to "internal" chi gung or

"sexual kung fu" - which similar to the internal practices of yoga such as bhandas and pranayama, allows for the deep

awakening of internal energies. Similar to how in the Kidney and Du Mai we explored the 9 points upon the spine

which we breathe into, in the Liver Dai Mai week, we address the concept of the "string of pearls" or the "9 pearls" or

9 joints which all Tai Chi seeks movement and fluidity between. The fascial system is ruled by the triple warmer -

and the sinews are ruled by the Liver & Gallbladder , so it is of specific import to the module of Liver & Gallbladder

that the fascia around all of the joints is loose and free; the Taoists believe that if these 9 pearls are free to move, all of

the body will be unrestricted in it's energy flow. The capacity to be taken over by allowing one or another joint in

specific to move as it may need to - or pearl role - to dance with their spiritual wisdom, helps us to unlock trouble

areas, and carve space in the feminine body for bliss and honey-liquid light. 

 

✨ 1) The Foot; The feet have many bones and points; all of the 6 foot channels of the 12 main meridians end in the

feet, and as such they have an important bearing on our ability to channel, store, move, and express energy to other

parts of our body. 

 

✨ 2) The Ankle; The ankles hold incredibly important points (many master-couple points) for our body, and this joint

often has a lot of stress put on it from the transition to solid weight bearing into weight distribution over the bones of

our feet.  

 

✨ 3) The Knee; The knees need to remain flexible and capable of moving high amounts of energy in order to master

these practices.  

 

✨ 4) The Kua (Dai Mai); The kua is the point where your hips meet your thigh, and this point has a tendency to get

energy stuck, so it doesn't descend well down through the groin into legs. 

 

✨ 5) The Ming Men (Dai Mai); The ming men is another area where energy has a tendency to get stuck, and this

upper and lower divide is governed by the Dai Mai. 

 

✨ 6) The Shoulder; As an area of great convergence of yang channels, the shoulders bear our ability to feel flexible

about the weight we bear, and channel this into healthy "giving" and distribution of power and responsibility. 

 

✨ 7) The Elbow; The elbows play a similar role to the knees; where the He Sea points regulate the energy leaving and

coming into to enter the deep chi of the body. 

 

✨ 8) The Wrist; The wrists play a very important role in the fascia of the hips - similar to the ankles do with the

pelvis. It's really important for the organs of your ribcage and solar plexus to keep them supple, loose, and free. They

also house important triple warmer points, and therefore need to be kept flexible in order to maintain movement of

fluids, heat, and energy through the whole body. 

 

✨ 9) The Hand; Similar to the feet the hands house many bones and important points such as jing well points, shu

stream points, and major energy centres - like Kidney 1 on our feet, we have Laogong on our palms. Our hands and

feel should not be neglected just because they are extremities; on the contrary. 

 

T H E  S T R I N G  O F  P E A L S



We explored in the previous module on Kidney Du Mai how the points along the spine were originally formed from

the primal midline - the notochord. We understand that movement defines the ren & du mai, and we now explore

the Dai Mai’s role in this embryological dance - the conception of life, which defines the 8 extra-ordinary meridians. 

 

“Understanding the embryological forces involved, we can facilitate the system in orienting to these early universal

forces to support health… manifesting within a vast field of light, with a local torus-shaped bioelectric field and

“primal midline”. A torus is a donut-shaped field with a hollow axis, or midline, and within this coherent energetic

field, energy flows in one end, through the axis, and out the other end…. the bioenergetic torus and its ever-arising

midline apparently guide the embryo in its formation, resonant with how all aspects of nature are organised… the

very first expression of physical form in the embryo is a line, called the primitive streak, arising along the centre of

what will become its backside… [the embryo then] begins building it’s body, starting with the primitive streak… The

embryo then takes another important step towards physical manifestation as the notochord soon follows the

primitive streak in its course up the midline. The relatively condense embryonic tissue of the notochord then serves

as a fulcrum, or organising central space of stillness, around which the embryo forms. The bodies of the vertebrae

and intervertebral discs between them literally form around the notochord…. While most of the notochord does not

persist after the fetus develops, the organising influence of primal midline remains. We sense this as an energetic

arising, In a healthy system, we can sense the primal midline rising from the coccyx and sacrum all the way up

through the base of the occiput… It is important to understand that the primal midline and bioelectric field represent

universal biodynamic forces… Holding [a person] suspended within the bioelectric torus with it’s primal midline as

guidance can facilitate profound healing on many levels… The entire system can reorganise in relation to the

biodynamic focus represented by the primal midline… think of what occurs here as returning to our original

embryological potential.” 

Cherionna Menzam-Sills, PhD

 

This excerpt speaks to the concept of the Dai Mai and it’s torus field which we explore being the second most

important organising principles in the space which the Eight Extraordinary meridians are best known for; our

primordial, cosmic beginnings, as represented by our formation in utero. Here we can recognise the concepts of the

Du Mai (primal streak, notochord) and Ren Mai process which starts the embryological development - and we can

see how adding the torus field to this space; the next cellular development, governed by the Dai Mai, develops our

potential for expansion beyond this; it helps to regulate, pulse, expand and organise all of our organs, limbs,

meridians, our electrical field, and “the first organ to come online; the Heart” -  “the covering of the heart comes

from the liver and is very different in origin than the inner lining of the heart.” 

This beautiful writing speaks to the wisdom and the power of the Dai Mai, and it’s two governing meridians; the

San Jiao as the fascia system, the communicative and intelligent system which wraps our body and is sensitive to

bioelectrical information, and the Gall Bladder, which plays much the same role as the Dai Mai, in terms of the

lateral element of the 12 main meridians (where the Dai Mai plays this role for the 8 extra-ordinary meridians and

our cosmic inner life). These two meridians are also known by the six division pathway called the Shaoyang. 

This most important element of this writing for our purposes of teaching and treating is to understand how those 9

points on the spine continue to play an important role in the Pearl meditation - not simply bringing the pearl up

through our body, but allowing the correct narration of this contemporary channeling of a classic tai chi meditation

to be the next relevant evolution in re-birthing, or re-forming our physiological body into a re-born embodiment of

Divine light. These movements/transmissions/meditations are considered foundation in Golden Lotus because Du

Mai & Dai Mai combined (Lesser Kan and Li) literally energetically re-staging our embryological formative

process; with the intention of Divine gestation, formation, and ultimately, as we move into Spleen, Lung, and

Heart; rebirth.

 

T H E   D A I  M A I  &  T H E  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



Like the physical self, the Immortal Spirit starts as a fetus, is born and grows slowly into maturity as it is

nurtured. Later, it becomes capable of independent existence. Kan and Li practice points to the Taoist road to

spiritual immortality and Taoist internal alchemy.

 

Kan and Li literally means Water and Fire. In Taoist alchemy, the meaning of each depends on the level of

meditation you are doing. In the formulas, it generally refers to the reversal within the body of hot/fiery and

cold/watery energies so that an alchemical transformation can occur. Yet Water and Fire are not defined by the

physical glands and organs, i.e. kidneys and heart. Nor do they refer to pure Yin and subtle energy. Water and

Fire are the Yin and Yang energies after they have manifested into a particular energy form, and are functioning

some- where between the extreme poles of Earth/matter and Heaven/spirit. We are not tapping into the body as

matter, but for the energetic emanations of the physical (Chi, emotions, temper and sexual energy). We reverse and

couple Water and Fire in order to dissolve any dualistic energy pattern that limits our spiritual growth. On our

return journey back to the Tao, there are many seemingly fixed patterns of reality that block our progress. As

Taoists, we do not struggle or fight with these seemingly impassable obstacles within our body/mind — we simply

identify the polarities present, and dissolve them.  This is a necessary step in our return through the 5 Elements

and Yin-Yang dialectics to the Uncarved Block, the Undifferentiated Whole, Wu’Chi, the Tao. Lesser Kan and Li

started the reversal of Water and Fire (the Cauldron and Stove) in the lower Tan Tien, between the navel and the

Ming-men near the spine. We gathered our Chi to form a special pearl and seeded it with the wood/thunder Chi

from the liver, thereby impregnating our soul. Greater Kan and Li raised the Cauldron to the solar plexus, or

Yellow Court. We added more types of Water and Fire energies, both internal and external, to the equation. Our

pearl seed was mixed with earth Chi from the spleen, and our spiritual embryo was formed. The steaming process

purifies the organs and helps us achieve emptiness; it also softens and clears the Thrusting Channel for our

embryo’s passage to the Heart. In Greatest Kan and Li we move the Cauldron up to the heart

center, also known as the middle Tan Tien, or Cinnabar Palace. We will again reverse and couple new and more

subtle levels of Water and Fire energy. The spiritual embryo is seeded with the third essential alchemical

ingredient, Shen, which is our spirit or higher consciousness that resides in the Crystal Palace. If conditions are

right, our inner child is born in the heart-womb in a sea of bliss.”

- “The Greatest Kan & Li” Mantak Chia (pg 10-11)

 

 

“Liver: Steam the liver and its channel as you mentally hold a point on the outside of the large toe of each foot

facing the second toe where the toenails begin. The Liver Channel starts at the dorsal region of the big toes and

ascends up the inner sides of the knees and thighs to the pubic region. It curves around the genitalia and up

through the diaphragm to curve around the chest. Then its branches ascend along the posterior aspects of the

throat, crossing the cheeks to connect with the eye system. They continue upward, emerging from the forehead

above the eyebrow, and pass over the head. A branch comes down from the eye system to curve around the inner

surface of the upper and lower lips. Another branch arising from the liver passes through the diaphragm and lungs

to link with the Lung Channel.”

- Liver Version of Organ Practices from the “The Lesser Kan & Li” Mantak Chia (pg 55)

 

 

Here we can see this this practice refers to the jing well point on the big toe, and “steaming” or clearing the whole

Liver channel & system - this knowledge forms the essential preparation of the whole body for the Kan & Li; all of

which we accomplish during Level 1 of Golden Lotus, by bringing Golden Light through our meridians.

T H E   D A I  M A I  &   T H E  L E S S E R  K A N  &  L I



L I N E  B Y  L I N E  O V E R V I E W S



 

✨ Beginning the Practice ✨ 

Bring golden energy down in front of the body - think of it as a beautiful pillar to tree, and smiling into the eyes,

connecting your tongue at the roof of your mouth behind your teeth - at the palate - begin to gather this golden

light into your liver. Imagine this wrapping around your liver, going into both of the lobes of the liver, and

regenerating the liver, the sinews, the fascia in and around the liver. See it flowing down to your navel, then to

your womb, and down your legs. Then see it rising up to your chest, lungs, and heart via your sternum. 

Move onto your hands and stretch out PC6 - the inside of your wrists, opening the fascial pathways between your

liver, your heart, and your throat, roll your eyes back in your head, stick out your tongue, and deeply breathe out

and release any heat or toxins which are moving from your liver, diaphragm, and around your heart. 

 

Remember the connection to your eyes as the sense organ of the liver, and your tongue as an extension of the

heart... 

 

Be aware of the opportunity to channel the energy of Kali for any emotions which want to release, and rising up

now into a squat, lengthen your back, and breath into your liver, down, into the base of your body, through your

legs, and into your big toes, stretching the groin and inner legs, lengthening the lower body, spine, and sacrum,

and sending energy down from the liver. Feel your upper body rising up, and with your hands in prayer position,

make your prayer for negative emotions and blockages to be released, and the power, strength and sovereignty of

your Soul's path to be channeled, cleared, and clarified through this practice. Ask for toxins of negative emotions

to be releases, and the vibration of the gracious animals, Goddess and Queens of the Spirit realms to aid you in

this journey. 

 

Now breathing in golden light into the liver, take your hands to the floor, pushing up through your hips, and

dropping forward, allowing golden light to begin moving through your body, as you continue to breathe in

through your Liver, preparing your body for the chi-gung liver clearing, and calling in any emotions which desire

and need expression, and then roll your spine upwards. Allow this deep loving cycle to open your hands naturally

to over your ovaries, sending them golden light for a few powerful breaths, as you deepen into a horse-stance and

prepare for the Liver meditation. 

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ Tai Chi Practices ✨ 

To begin the Tai Chi practices, once again bring golden energy down in front of the body - think of it as a

beautiful pillar or tree; and smiling into the eyes, connecting your tongue at the roof of your mouth behind your

teeth - at the palate - begin to gather this golden light into your liver. Imagine this wrapping around your liver,

going into both of the lobes of the liver, and regenerating the liver, the sinews, the fascia in and around the liver.

See it flowing down to your navel, then to your womb, and down your legs. Breathe in as you gather chi, opening

your chest, opening your diaphragm and your heart - opening the liver organ, the internal pathways across the

liver, and the fascial pathways between your liver, your lungs, and your heart.

 

Begin to bring light into the liver, and wash any darkness out, and away. Make sure you begin to see this light not

just going down the body around the ovaries, or the womb, and out of the vagina, swirling around the reflex zone

there, but begin to see it clearing out any stagnation in the legs, the toes, until you see golden light coming into

your energy, all through your body and big toes, and planting you into the golden web of Mother Earth; see your

path, in gold, extending before you, and commit yourself, from your eyes where you perceive your vision, through

your body, your liver, out your vagina and big toes, to walking that path with beauty, kindness, vision, focus, and

direction. Clear out anything blocking this path. 

 

Next we move into the teacups and torus field chi gung; be aware of the fascial connections here - the string of

pearls as you move your kua and waist, you open your hands, wrists, elbows, shoulders, and let your upper body be

free and move energy through it. Next, use your breath to re-focus your centre line with torus field breathing and

asserting the golden egg of space, before beginning to seed the golden pearl of chi. Know that dragon balls and

pearls have been used for centuries by the Chinese as orbs of pure energy and light from the Heavens; so honour

their presence and their capacity to awaken deep states. 

 

"Pearls have a long history of being valued, treasured, and prized all around the world. The beauty of pearls are

appealing to people everywhere. Pearls are often associated with the feminine, the full moon, egg or seed fertility,

ethereal glowing and emanations, yin powers, the womb, wealth, the One, Unity, circles, spheres, high ranking in

society, wisdom, purity, etc.  I tried to draw on these associations when naming the movements of the Magic Pearl

Qigong. The Magic Pearl Qigong also includes much symbolism, allusions, scriptures, and reflections drawn

from Taoism, the Tao Te Ching, Chinese mythology, and these ancient spiritual sources are intended to stimulate

the Active Imagination of the Cultivator of the Way; resulting in healing, insight, and awakening."

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ Tai Chi Practices ✨ 

During these practices it may be helpful to use some of these tradition images to imagine the fields you are working

with. The first shows the hand Jueyin channel, how the Liver and the upper body are connected on a sinew level,

and the next images show the various protective layers, gathering chi from nature, the manner of a torus field

formation, and of course a very traditional image associated with the stations of the pearl during the Tai Chi

dance. Not included are willow-waist movement sequences which show the similarities between the dance we are

doing and the way we stretch the side of the body and open ourselves for spiritual-sexual practices. These is a very

basic image of the gallbladder muscular channel however, which is much of what you will be experiencing as your

move through this tai-chi sequence. 

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ Holding the Pearl & Gestating The Lesser Kan & Li ✨ 

While we have so much to write about the energies channeled during the graceful receiving of the pearl, the next

part of the practice is deeply important. This is the part of the practice where the gestation of the pearl and the

Lesser Kan & Li begins. While we carry this energy on through the following lines, it's so important to give rest

and creedence to this meditative sequence. This is the first time that women will be sitting down again after a

long sequence, and it's pivotal that they truely focus on the seeding of their pearl, and protecting this. Similar to

how women desiring to conceive or in early stages of pregnancy sit in a certain way, or protect their abdomen and

their secret in their early pregnancy - both physically, and energetically gestating their inner manifestation and

state, so too must we be mindful of the transition to this dance with Shakti and this beautiful pearl, now that it is

within us. We must gently end the sequence, and gradually come to the floor, and the pearl flow. Ensure plenty of

time to meditate, visualise and breathe with this part of the practice so that anyone who is going to have a deep

experience of awakening or receiving this Pearl (which will not be real for everyone) will truly have the space to

do so.  

 

"Like the physical self, the Immortal Spirit starts as a fetus, is born and grows slowly into maturity as it is

nurtured. Later, it becomes capable of independent existence. Kan and Li practice points to the Taoist road to

spiritual immortality and Taoist internal alchemy." 

- Mantak Chia 

 

"Lesser Kan and Li started the reversal of Water and Fire (the Cauldron and Stove) in the lower Tan Tien,

between the navel and the Ming-men near the spine. We gathered our Chi to form a special pearl and seeded it

with the wood/thunder Chi from the liver, thereby impregnating our Soul."

- The Greatest Kan & Li, Mantak Chia

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ The Swan & The Deer; The Gallbladder ✨ 

While we have so much to write about the energies channeled during the graceful receiving of the pearl, and the

Dai Mai holding and opening of the hips in the Swan & The Deer; the way we open our hips & protect our lower

body, at the same time, it's also important to speak directly to the fact that some of these movements directly work

on the gallbladder channel's trajectory - stretching it out, and directly on our dai mai (such as the gallbladder

makko ho we also address). 

 

The Swan is an opportunity to really protect the hips and the pelvis, while opening it. Consider the import of this

animal and it's vibrational relevance when you are doing this movement. Stretch your upper body in strength and

beauty, and bow down over the watery lower body to protect the light of your gestating inner Pearl. Feel that

same energy as you channel the deer, on the forest floor, gracefully grazing as she rests in her element, stretching

the gallbladder meridian (see next page).

 

In between these two movements, you are invited to transition through a graceful "steaming" or liver meridian

clearing exercise, which can be well summed up in the Lesser Kan and Li methods of Mantak Chia's school; 

 

“Liver: Steam the liver and its channel as you mentally hold a point on the outside of the large toe of each foot

facing the second toe where the toenails begin. The Liver Channel starts at the dorsal region of the big toes and

ascends up the inner sides of the knees and thighs to the pubic region. It curves around the genitalia and up

through the diaphragm to curve around the chest. Then its branches ascend along the posterior aspects of the

throat, crossing the cheeks to connect with the eye system. They continue upward, emerging from the forehead

above the eyebrow, and pass over the head. A branch comes down from the eye system to curve around the inner

surface of the upper and lower lips. Another branch arising from the liver passes through the diaphragm and lungs

to link with the Lung Channel.”

Pg. 55 Liver Steaming Practices from “The Lesser Kan & Li” Mantak Chia

 

Here we can see this this practice refers to the jing well point on the big toe, and “steaming” or clearing with

energy the whole Liver practice… this forms part of the essential Lesser Kan & Li preparation practices which we

accomplish via Level 1 of Golden Lotus through the bringing of Golden Light and energy through our meridians.

 

After these movements we widen the waist, and stretch, directly, the physical Dai Mai channel and through the

Gallbladder meridian. 

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ Connecting to Wood and Makka Ho Stretches✨ 

During the following beautiful movements in between some of the sequences mentioned above, you can see how we

come back to checking in with the Liver channel - connecting to the eyes, as one opening/entrance of the Liver,

down into the jing well point of the big toes, bringing our eyes and end of our Liver channel to meet the

beginning. This point is the wood point on the wood meridian, and gives us a powerful moment of reflection,

rooting, and integration. This is a perfect moment to look inside and find out how much has shifted during your

practice, and relates to the integration of the seeding and gestating/protecting the pearl practices and the Lesser

Kan & Li preparation (see previous page). We then move on to the Makka Ho stretches - some simple stretches for

the external meridians of the gallbladder, dai mai (bending at the waist) and Liver.  

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I



 

✨ The Final Rest; The Liver ✨ 

In this final part of the session, we stretch out the hips and the sacrum, and then we turn to Closing the Lotus

feminine yin rest position; to rest into the Liver allowing our blood to regenerate, and we give honour and

reverence to the active nature of the Liver by getting up after our practice to check back in on our body, and come

back to the room. 

The Liver stores the blood of the body for regeneration; while the cells of the heart do no regenerate, the liver is

one of the most regenerative organs of the whole body; therefore in order to give rest to the heart, and honour the

nature of the energetic work the Liver is doing to ground our soul into our body - via the blood - and the nature of

the Heart's work, to spread and charge that blood with spiritual purity and balance, we should spend this time

revering the Liver's role of regeneration, and then come back to check in at the end. 

 

The allows us to stay consistent with our rest position; but reveal new secret's to it's wisdom, and come back to the

room and our path once we finish. 

T H E  L I V E R  &  D A I  M A I


